To reinforce the origin of the reflected color, the above shows an optical micrograph containing four distinct regions, all of which contain LC. The first, showing flat aluminum, reflects all light. The second contains flat polymer without aluminum and is dark due to negligible reflection. The third consists of patterned polymer without aluminum, which is also dark. The fourth, containing nanostructured aluminum, reflects a given color. Together, these regions show that structure, aluminum, and LC are not individually responsible for color generation, and only through the combination of all three, does color result. Rigorous coupled wave analysis (RCWA) simulation for the reflection of a 300 nm period metasurface as a function of incident angle. Structure is excited with unpolarized white light. We find the color of the structure is invariant up to ~20 o , upon which we see a change due to the splitting of the plasmonic mode. The first order resonant wavelength as a function of surfaces with varying numbers of periods. We find that the resonant wavelength location approaches that of the infinitely periodic structure within 1 nm for 9 structure periods. 
